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Objectives of this presentation

1. To outline how we (engineers) can save lives on the

roads of the world

2. To encourage engineers to put the road into road

safety!)

3. To explain some elements of road safety engineering



How 
engineers 

can save 
lives on 

the roads 
of the 
world

• Road safety audit (crash prevention)

• Blackspot investigations (crash 
reduction)

• Improved roadside safety

• Safer work sites



The world has a large road safety problem.

• 1.3 million deaths each year on roads of the world

• More than 15 million people injured

• Expected to increase rapidly, unless action is

taken urgently

• A “Decade of Action in Road Safety” started in

2011. The world is now into 7th year







Global road safety

• 1.30 million people are killed on the roads of the world 
each year (WHO 2013)

• 24,000 per week, 3400 per day, 142 per hour, about 5 
every two minutes

• Predicted to grow to 2 million deaths annually by 2020 
unless urgent action is taken

• Rates in low and middle income countries (such as 
Indonesia) are double the rates of the high income 
countries



Global Road Safety – a challenge for us 

all

WHO 5 year strategy for Road Traffic Injury Prevention 2001





Road death costs

Insurance administration

Vehicle unavailability

Vehicle repair

Human costs

Medical Disability

Travel delay and vehicle 

operation 

Non pecuniary / 

quality of life

Human output

Other





AUSTRALIA

1252 deaths (WHO estimate)

5.4 fatalities per 100,000 pop.



INDONESIA



Population

$GDP Level Reported road 
deaths

Estimated 
number of 

road deaths

Range Death rate per  
100,000 pop

249,865
,631

$3580 Middle 26416 (2013) 38279 32,079 –
44,479

15.3

Road crash Data – Indonesia

38,000 deaths (WHO estimate)

15.3 fatalities per 100,000 pop.



Deaths/Injuries on the roads of Indonesia

By 2020, there could be over 40,000 deaths and 

1 million serious injuries per year 

Of these, more than half will be motorcyclists and pedestrians!



Estimation of Crash Costs

• The cost of a fatality is estimated 70 x GDP per capita

• GDP per capita in Indonesia: $3850USD

• Death: $269,500USD

• Cost of a serious injury: 0.25 x fatality cost

• Serious injury: $67,375USD

Sources: 

McMahon, K. and Dahdah, S. (2008) The True Cost of Road Crashes: Valuing life and the cost of a serious injury. 

http://irap.org/library.aspx; International Monetary Fund, 2013.

http://irap.org/library.aspx


Increasing seat belt wearing

• Seat belts reduce risk of 
fatal injuries for front seat 
users by 40-50%

• Seat belts reduce risk of 
fatal injuries for rear seat 
users by 25-75%

• 111 countries have 
comprehensive seat belt 
laws, including Indonesia

• More enforcement and 
public awareness is needed.

WHO recommendations



Wear your seat belt!



If you do not want to see 
videos two violent 

crashes…..

…turn away now
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Background
• Different nations = 

different roads = different 
road user mixes.

• Improve the road network 
– wider, straighter, flatter –
causing many vehicle to 
travel faster – causing 
more vehicles to run off 
the road; pedestrians are 
at higher risk.

• Road safety engineering –
treating blackspots, 
undertaking road safety 
audits, and roadside 
hazard management can 
help.

• They can be applied in any 
country.

• They need experienced 
trained road safety 
engineers



You may be thinking:
•He is from a “wealthy” country – money is no object! (Ha ha!)

•Traffic in Australia is very different to that of my country. (Yes)

•Our drivers and pedestrians are different to others.

•But over 50 years we have learnt what works and what does not.

•We have learnt that road safety engineers are an important part of the

solution.

•We must never solely blame the road users (or the Traffic Police, or the

politicians) for all the road safety problems on the roads

•We (engineers)have a big role to play



• It is much easer to have a crash on a “poor” road (no signs,

inadequate traffic control at intersections, no pedestrian

facilities) than on a “good” road.

• And it is then more likely to experience greater injury levels

or death on a “poor” road (with fixed objects, open drains)

than on a “good” (safe) road.

• WE engineers have a big role to play!



What is road safety engineering?

“The modification of the physical road environment, using proven
processes and techniques, that endeavours to reduce risk for all
road users”

(Phillip Jordan)



….putting in speed breakers or rumble bars as 
“quick fixes”

Road Safety Engineering is NOT…..



Use positive signs – not general warnings



…installing line marking – without 
checking the design



…installing line marking – without 
checking the design



…installing line marking – without 
checking the nearby signs



…installing line marking – without 
checking the existing signs





Why are there not more road safety engineers in 
Asia?

• Too many think road safety is a Police matter – only.

• Some engineers may think road safety is one week 
each year, and some simple safety messages on signs.

• Engineers believe they build roads – that the users are 
the ones who cause the crashes.

• Many engineers are ignorant of their important role in 
making roads safer.

• Universities may not be doing enough to raise 
knowledge of this field.

• Young engineers may not see a career in road safety.



• More resources ($$ and people) from government

• Greater recognition of the importance of the road in 
road safety.

• More University courses and subjects in road safety 
engineering.

• Promotional opportunities for RSE’s within 

municipal, provincial and national government 
agencies 



• Updated, enhanced Codes of Practice 
and special publications – hard and soft 
copies, DVD’s, multi-media.

• Many more technical workshops – for 
Consultants and Ministry /PWD 
engineers.

• Demonstration projects – improving 
sections of highways to show what is 
possible in your country.

• Programs – such as “run-off-road”
programs where clear zones are 
developed and barriers installed.



Key RSE processes that are contributing toward safer 
roads in Australia (and other western countries)

• Adoption of a safety conscious approach to the planning & design of 
roads (Road safety audit – crash prevention)

• Gradual elimination of the most hazardous locations. (Crash 
reduction – blackspot investigations)

• Improved roadside safety

• Safer work sites

• Good Inter-agency Coordination

• Solutions may differ from country to country. These approaches and 
systematic methods are readily applicable in emerging countries.

• THEY REQUIRE EXPERIENCED DEDICATED ROAD SAFETY ENGINEERS.



Human factors 95%

Vehicle factors 8%

The Factors Involved With Crashes

2%

Road environment 

factors 28%

66%

24%

2%

2%

1%
1%

4%

Based on British and American research



ESSENTIALS – Engineers Must:

• Not simply blame the road users

• Know that their work is vital for safety

• Think of the needs of all road users

• Provide  safety as well as capacity

• Enhance highway safety as well as maintain highways

• Adopt reactive processes – using police crash data 
(blackspots)

• Adopt proactive processes during design – road safety 
audits





To break that chain, where do we start?? 

Let’s look at a “typical” chain of events……

A road crash is the end result of a chain of events…



• A 35 year old male is the driver of this 
truck. He is also the mechanic. His boss 
allows him to drive it home some 
weekends.

The chain of 
events……



• One weekend, he spends the whole 
(frustrating) weekend repairing it.

• The brakes were very worn.

• He finishes late Sunday – it took much 
more time than he had expected.

• Friends drop around – just as he finishes 
the repair work.

• Relaxing - they drink and talk until very 
late. 

• He does not get much sleep.

The chain of 
events……



• Monday morning – he must 
start early loading sand at 
the river near the city.

• Little sleep, no breakfast, 
late for work.

• Drives the truck along a 
National Highway towards 
work.

The chain of 
events……



• Traffic is heavy.

• The highway has 
unsealed shoulders.

The chain of 
events……



• He travels fast. 

• Many motorcyclists – plus 
some pedestrians and 
bicyclists.

• Light rain is falling. 

The chain of events……



• He drives very close to the 
truck ahead of him –
impatient to overtake. He 
tries several times. The truck 
ahead has dirty/broken 
brake lights. There is a bus in 
front of that truck.

The chain of 
events……



• The road is very “slick” - it 
has little skid resistance. 
Wet.

• There are no sealed 
shoulders. Many big “drop-
offs” from the pavement. 

The chain of 
events……



• He knows there is an 
overtaking lane ahead – he 
accelerates to overtake the 
slow bus and truck. 

The chain of 
events……



• Suddenly........roadworks!

• The slow lane is blocked; no advanced warning signs.

• The bus and the other truck swerve to the right - without warning. 



• Suddenly........roadworks!

• The slow lane is blocked; no advanced warning signs.

• The bus and the other truck swerve to the right - without warning. 



• Our driver has no time to react – to avoid a “side swipe” collision he 
swings his truck to the right hoping to miss the other truck – hardly 
slowing. At that instant a motorcycle with 3 girls on it is travelling past 
in the other direction. They are not wearing helmets!



• Our truck driver brakes late and hard – but the new brakes “grab”.

• The truck strikes the motorcyclists. 

• It then side swipes the bus – tipping it over.



One passenger dead



What - in this chain of events - ‘caused’ the crash ?

• Two motorcyclists killed (head injuries), one very seriously 

injured. One bus passenger also dies.

• Police and legal action follows



Possible causes………

• His frustrating weekend?

• His drinking? 

• His lack of sleep?

• Excessive speed? 

• His impatience and inattention?

• The girls on the motorcycle – not wearing helmets?

• The new brakes of his truck?

• The dirty/broken brake lights of the other truck?

• The rain?

• The bus and truck swerving road because of the roadworks?

• Materials being stored on the road?

• The “slick” road conditions?

• The lack of sealed shoulders?

• The big “drop-off” from the pavement?

• No advanced warning of the roadworks?



• Engineers could have broken this chain of events by:

• Sealing the shoulders (create an “escape” route)
• Eliminating the big drop offs from pavements
• Store materials off the road
• Much better advanced warning of the road works

• Improving the roads – and especially roadworks sites – is one of the best things an 

engineer can do to improve road safety in Indonesia.

YOU CAN SAVE LIVES!



• Safety at road work sites

• Roadside hazard management

• Signs and line marking

• Vulnerable road users (pedestrians, motorcyclists, bicyclists)

Also……..give special attention to:



Manual 3 – Road Safety at Work Sites
Manual and accompanying DVD (Bahasa and English versions)

A manual and audio visual aid that offers simple diagrams and information 
about how to sign and make various common types of road works (i.e., long-
term on divided roads, short-term on busy undivided roads,  work where a 
lane is closed, detours, etc)



Serious crashes at road work sites
are three times more common
than on other sections of road.



What is unsafe here?



What is unsafe here?





There should be no surprises on Indonesian roads! Imagine this at night!





Traffic management plans (TMP’s)

• A TMP is a plan that shows the signs, barriers and 
devices to be used at your work site for the 
duration of your work.

• A TMP should be prepared by an experienced and 
qualified engineer.

• It should then be checked for accuracy and safety.

• It is then implemented





o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Warning plus regulatory traffic signs

✓



Multi message signs are 
useful for road works

✓



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

SPECIFIC INFORMATION

✓



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Plastic bollards, hazard markers

✓



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Traffic controllers





o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Traffic controllers

Recommended for PRIM

✓



✓



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Very unsafe “barriers”Jelek!





o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Temporary barriers

✓



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Road engineers should.... 

Very unsafe location

Jelek!



o warn

o inform

o guide

o control

o forgive

Road engineers should.... 

Jelek!





Where should the drivers and riders go – left or right?
What if two vehicles arrive at the same time? Who gives way?



• Read and comply with Manual 
Three (the “Red Manual”)

• Always use the 4 Zone Concept

• Use reflective signs and plastic 
bollards

• Appoint a Safety Supervisor

• He/she is to check the TM every 
morning

• Replace any missing signs/stand 
up those blown over

• Keep a stock of spare signs and 
cones

You should 
require the 
Contractor 

to …



Give attention to roadside 
hazard management 



A “forgiving” road is one that:

• does all possible to keep the vehicles on the road

• has driveable side slopes, no drains nearby

• removes or relocates roadside hazards

• uses forgiving roadside furniture

• has crash barrier only where really needed

• is well maintained

Engineers can improve safety 
by providing a forgiving road



Barriers should be the last option – and if used 
must be correctly installed &  maintained:

- located well off the road

- correct height, long enough to shield the  
hazard

- safe terminals (most terminals in Indonesia 
aren’t safe)

- good reflectors (for night time safety)

- well maintained

Engineers can improve safety by installing 
crash barriers only where really necessary



What is Roadside 
Hazard Management ?

Roadside Hazard 
Management aims to 
“identify, prioritise and 
treat roadside hazards in 
order to maximise safety 
by reducing the incidence 
and/or severity of such 
crashes. 



Lighting bases





Walls, drains





Trees, drains





Large signs





Bridge end posts





What is a Clear Zone ?

A driveable roadside area that should be kept clear 
of hazardous objects in order to minimise the danger 

of a collision should a vehicle leave the road.
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What is a Clear Zone ?



OPERATING SPEED (km/h)
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i. remove the hazard

ii. relocate the hazard

iii. alter to reduce severity

iv. shield hazard with barriers

1. Keep vehicles on the road

2. Provide a forgiving roadside

The 5 part strategy for Roadside 

Hazard Management 



Safety barriers ........















End treatments are necessary to avoid 

penetration into the vehicle





For good signs in Indonesia

Conspicuous - place the sign yourself – 2 seconds to see and react

Clear - able to be read – use standard signs 

Comprehensible – understood – ask someone to double check

Credible – believed – ask road users

Consistent - same sign for the same message

Correct – the correct sign for that location



Signs and line marking

Comprehensible

Credible



Signs and line marking

Consistent Correct







Vulnerable road users



Vulnerable road users





Vulnerable Road users

• Pedestrians

• Bicyclists

• Motorcyclists

• About 60% of Indonesian 
road fatalities



Pedestrians

• The young

• The elderly

• The disabled

• The impaired (intoxicated)

• Segregation

• Integration

• Separation – time,  space



Pedestrians

Young
Elderly

Disabled



They need 
your help



What can we (engineers) do to help pedestrian safety?



The best thing we can do for motorcyclists on rural roads is 
to seal the shoulders, and stop using concrete guide posts

Motorcyclists



Key points:

• Indonesia has a large road safety 
problem   

• Indonesian roads  can be made 
safer – at modest cost

• Co-operation, communication and 
co-ordination between all agencies 
is necessary for road safety for 
Indonesian road users

• Engineers have a vital role to make 
Indonesian roads safer for all.



Engineers can save lives on the streets and roads of 
Indonesia.

You can have a positive impact on road safety 
engineering on city, provincial and national roads.

I welcome your questions.


